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Overview

“Modeling age-cohort employment responses to a new environmental regulation”

Jared Carbone and Jonathon Becker
Past work funded by the Environmental Protection Agency

• How do employment responses to new environmental regulations differ across age 
cohorts and sectors?

• One (of many) modeling challenges:
– How to capture possibilities for labor force transitions by demographic group?

• WiNDC has been developing features for distributional analysis 
– a key component of distributional analysis is how a household’s jobs are impacted
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Today’s Discussion

• Determining benchmark transition rates

• CGE model calibration

• An example calibration using WiNDC blueNOTE

• A test counterfactual case:

– 30% coal input tax

• Link to example code on github: https://github.com/jonmbecker/ltran

https://github.com/jonmbecker/ltran
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Determining Benchmark Transition Rates

Data: IPUMS Basic Monthly Census Population Survey (CPS)

• Tracks individuals:

– 4 on -- 8 off -- 4 on 

– Maximum of 8 survey responses in a 16 month period

• Data points

– Labor force status, employment status, age, industry, occupation, etc

• Transition flows estimated with a proportional estimation by tracking first and 
last observed industry by person

Provides benchmark shares of total population attributable to inter- and intra-
industry worker flows
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Example Transition Rates from CPS data

Population weighted:
Share of total population making the 
transition from origin sector (o) to 
destination sector (s)

Benchmark transition rates:
Share of workers with initial 
experience in sector “o” who transition 
to sector “s”

Obtained by dividing each element of 
the population weighted matrix by the 
sum over “s”
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Calibrating benchmark labor flows in CGE (CET function)
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Calibrating benchmark labor flows in CGE
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WiNDC Toy: Create placeholder transition data
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WiNDC Toy: Calibrate benchmark labor demand
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WiNDC Toy: Create placeholder household disaggregation
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WiNDC Toy: Modify the WiNDC model
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WiNDC Toy: Modify the WiNDC model
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30% coal input tax

% Differences:
The coal input tax leads workers with 
experience in the coal and electricity 
sectors to transition away towards other 
industries

Workers who were transitioning 
towards coal and electricity, now 
transition less

Raw Differences:
Coal and electricity workers transition 
into other industries

Service (osrv) sector workers who 
were transitioning to the electricity 
and coal sectors are more likely to stay 
put
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Concluding Remarks / Caveats

• Labor transitions can be modeled in a static CGE model, such as WiNDC

• Extra model dimensions make calibration trickier

• Quality data is hard to get:

– CPS data works but comes with some caveats in terms of sparseness

– Disaggregating coal and gas extraction transitions from CPS an open issue

• A justifiable calibration relies on transformation elasticity estimates

– A discrete choice model is being tested for determining this elasticity and 
transition rates (Jared Carbone)

• It could be difficult to justify the household disaggregation under some 
circumstances

• Unemployment and not in labor force transitions present a complication
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Appendix


